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Abstract - This paper presents a facial recognition system in ATM which is a computer application for automatically 
identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a video frame from a video source. The study is focused on Design 
and Implementation of Face recognition-based ATM Security System using Haar cascade feature. The facial recognition 
measure will be an added layer of security on top of the traditional password or PIN required to access funds with a card. 
High level understanding for detecting faces is provided by the successive actions such as at first capturing the human face 
and check whether the human face is detected properly or not. If it fails to detect the face, it displays a prompt which warns 
the user to adjust him/her properly and try again. Still if the face is not detected the system sends a message to the security 
saying attempt of unauthorized use detected. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Face identification is another PC innovation that 

decides the areas and sizes of human faces in 

pictures. It recognizes facial highlights and disregards 

everything else, for example, structures, trees, bodies 

and any gadget other than the face. This innovation is 

utilized in numerous fields, for example, biometrics 
for recognizable proof and acknowledgment confront, 

it is likewise utilized in video observation 

frameworks and numerous computerized cameras 

utilize the most recent face detection and autofocus. 

An Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) is a 

computerized machine that allows users to withdraw 

cash from their respective bank account. As financial 

user prefers ATM for cash withdrawals, cash deposits 

& many other transactions, the banks are focusing a 

lot over the security of ATMs. ATM needs to be 

protected properly from the criminal activities. Some 

of the existing ATM securities 
are: - 

In the Motion Based Monitoring System, better 

watch is kept during the night hours as there are more 

chances of burglary attempt. When anyone enters the 

room during this time an alert signal is send to the 

monitoring station and the control system will have 

the access to the video and audio of the room. They 

will check for the activities in the ATM. If it is a 

customer the alert will be closed and in case of 

unwanted activities two-way communication 

channels are created to warn the person in the room to 
stop them from stealing. 

In On-Line PIN Validation, the validation of on-line 

PIN occurs if the terminal in question is connected to 

the central database. The PIN supplied by the 

customer is always compared with the recorded 

reference PIN in the financial institutions. 

In the Alert-Based Monitoring System, when 

anybody goes into the ATM room, It triggers the 

sensor which sends a caution to the observing station. 

If there should be an occurrence of any undesirable 

exercises, sensor send caution ready flag to observing 

station. After this the checking focus will have the 

prompt access of voice and video of the ATM room. 

Video check is done and if any undesirable 

movement is affirmed a solid flag is send to the ATM 

and security is send to the ATM space to bust the 

criminals. 

The Projected System is concentrating on to identify 
the essence of the client legitimately before getting to 

the ATM machine. On the off chance that the essence 

of the client isn't recognized legitimately the 

individual won't be permitted to get to the ATM. On 

the off chance that the individual isn't identified, the 

notice will be given to the individual, still if no face is 

recognized the      individual will not be able to 

access his/her account. The framework will generate 

a message which will be sent to the security work 

force. This will enhance the security of the ATM 

machine and shield the ATM from undesirable 

exercises. The anticipated framework is anything but 
difficult to execute and the expense for setting up the 

framework isn't so high. 

 

II. FACE DETECTION METHODOLOGY 

 

The face location calculation contains diverse 

technique for identifying the face. The essential 

strategies for face discovery are Haar based 

calculation and Local Binary Pattern based 

calculation (LBP). In the anticipated framework, the 

confront is recognized from the picture utilizing Haar 
Cascade feature. Face Detection utilizing Haar is a 

machine learning based methodology where a 

cascade work is prepared from a considerable 

measure of positive and negative pictures. 

Viola and Jones are the person who started utilizing 

Haar wavelets and built up the supposed Haar-like 

highlights [1]. A Haar-like element thinks about 

neighboring rectangular areas at a particular area in a 

discovery window, aggregates up the pixel forces in 

every district and figures the distinction between 
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these wholes. This distinction is then used to order 

subsections of a picture. For instance, given us a 
chance to state we have a picture database with 

human countenances. 

It is a typical perception that among all faces the area 

of the eyes is darker than the district of the cheeks. 

Consequently, a typical Haar highlight for face 

recognition is an arrangement of two nearby square 

shapes that lie over the eye and the cheek locale. The 

situation of these square shapes is characterized in 

respect to a location window that demonstrations like 

a jumping box to the objective question (the face for 

this situation). 

The Haar course records are bolstered in the 
OpenCV. OpenCV accompanies a coach and 

additionally identifier. Here we will manage 

identification [2]. The XML documents are put away 

and used to think about for recognition utilizing 

inbuilt capacities [3]. 

 

III. SOFTWARE FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

 
Figure 1. Software Flow Diagram 

 

IV. TEST RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 
The Test results are partitioned into two stage. One 

when a person get to the ATM and his/her face is 

identified. Another is not when it does not and a 

message is sent to the security personnel. 

 

A. When person’s face is detected 

In this phase, initially the person’s face is detected 

standing in front of the ATM. If there is anyone it 

will start the process of face detection and after the 

face is detected the person can access his/her account. 

 

B. When person’s face is not detected 
In this stage, when individual's face isn't identified 

the framework will give a cautioning message 

through display and if even after that no face is 

detected the system will generate a message which 

will be sent to the security personnel warning that an 

unauthorized use of the ATM may be taking place. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

We have proposed cutting edge framework in this 

paper which is equipped for recognizing unapproved 
utilization of the ATM, enhance the security of the 

ATM and send ready messages to the concerned 

specialists for aversion of robberies. The outcome 

demonstrates that it is proficient and viable. Later on 

upgrade, this can be drawn out to distinguish promote 

numerous alarming situation in ATM's and further 

can be enhanced to utilize most recent innovations on 

security, propelled sensors and other related gadgets. 
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